Characterization of the basic replicons of the chimeric R/Ent plasmid pCG86 and the related Ent plasmid P307.
Restriction-enzyme fragments that can replicate autonomously after circularization were isolated from the chimeric R/Ent plasmid pCG86 and the Ent plasmid P307. Two such regions containing a basic replicon were located in each plasmid. One of the basic replicons of P307, RepFIB, is almost identical with one of the basic replicons of pCG86. The other basic replicon in P307, RepFIC, is partly homologous with the second basic replicon in pCG86, RepFIIA/RepFIC. The latter is a hybrid basic replicon and is in addition partly homologous with RepFIIA, a basic replicon present in IncFII R plasmids. By restriction-enzyme mapping and nucleotide-sequence analysis we have determined a site in the hybrid replicon where it ceases to be homologous with the RepFIIA basic replicon contained in the IncFII miniplasmid pSM1. The 2410-bp region of homology with pSM1 corresponds with a segment containing the origin of replication and all the genes responsible for replication control of pSM1.